Notes Meeting
2/5/20
What does the end of the project look like? How do the artists envision themselves fitting into
the final report/ final sentiment/ etc. What does a successful end for their project look like? Or a
successful end of the project as a whole?
Mandy didn’t get a chance to discuss with artists yet. She has notes, and she’ll send a big
email to them in the near future.
Create an outline -- Ask artists for Final Impressions -- exit interview type questions, for end of
project essay about Community Based Art Project. A “white paper”.
St Luke AME got $90,000 from Douglas County Heritage Foundation! Mandy heard from
Perrin.
Mandy talked with Perrin about what a final report will look like. The contract is vague. We
need to define some requirements. Let’s not make them do anything pointless, only what’s
helpful to the project as a whole. Did you spend all the money? How? How do you see yourself
using this art experience in the future. The artists’ final report could be an exit interview? Better
done face to face in an in person conversation, or in writing? Depends on the person. We can
ask them which they prefer.
Mandy hasn’t heard from an artist. Will they complete their project? We need to talk about how
to redistribute the funds if they don’t. Discussion for a future meeting when Alex can be present.
Mandy will try to meet with this artist over the weekend.
Kaitlin has made contact with the East Side woodshop for her laser cutting needs.
KT went to Mona’s projection on January Final Friday. She learned a lot about the process of
projection and tools for her project and looks forward to improving the next one.
Yarn it Forward events at LAC Sundays for several weeks coming up. To finish panels.
Facebook event shared by Irene. Lane will share it.
LKUltra matinee show this weekend.
Calendar options for tracking all the events as all the projects amp up activity -- what is the most
efficient vehicle? Lane will look into changing permissions on elnaeastninth gmail calendar so
everyone can add events to them.
Central History Club -- KT -- each kid has chosen someone to be featured on the bench. Tiger
Dowdell was chosen by one kid. Jana Mackey -- lived on New York Street, murdered by
abusive boyfriend, feminist, activist -- KT and October want her to be on it.

